Browsing and Using the Catalogue

- Info on various countries can be found mainly in the 910s in non-fiction.
- The 910s in Reference is the site for atlases and encyclopaedias on various countries. Travel Atlases are also here.
- Try searching for your country in the catalogue too. Be on the lookout for maps.

NETWORKED RESOURCES

All Programs>Curriculum>Reference

- Online Atlas (Longman’s) will give you:
  - Full atlas online
  - Lots of great outline maps

INTERNET SITES

General Sites for Travel Information


INFORMATION FROM YOUR ONLINE LIBRARY ON SPECIFIC COUNTRIES

Search Engines

- Google or other Search Engines
  - Peru “tourist attractions”
  - Peru wonders (natural OR human OR man-made)
  - Peru map (landforms OR topography)
  - Peru (climate OR seasons)
  - Peru (food OR cuisine OR traditional dishes)
  - Peru (festivals OR carnivals )
  - Peru (adventures OR activities)

Directories

- Dmoz:
  - Find the Recreation heading> click on Travel> click in Regional> the region of your choice etc etc.
  - Remember once you’re in a section, you can search for information just in this section.

- About:
  - Click on “Explore Topics”>”P”>Peru Travel (or similar, depending on your country)

Just For You

- WorldBook Online
  - Put the name of the country you are searching for in the “Search” box
  - Click on the name of your country in the search results
  - Look at the “contents” in the side bar and expand/collapse the topics you need to using the + and -
  - Note the “Related Information” in the box at the top right: the web sites may be particularly useful